IN THE SHADOW OF
THE STIPERSTONES

Flenny Bank Walk
The view from Flenny Bank is
one of the finest in the land!
Discover the story of this
landscape, said to have been
shaped by the devil himself!
The Bog Car Park
Grid Reference SJ 358 979
OS Explorer™ 216
Parking at The Bog Car
Park
Allow 21⁄2 Hours
41⁄2 miles
Short Cut 4 miles
Fairly easy walking with
gentle climbs but can be
very wet underfoot

The walk starts at the Bog Car Park
The Bog School built in the 1870s of
the hard whitish rock which forms the
Stiperstones ridge, is all that remains
of a thriving mining community that
grew up in the 18th and 19th centuries
to serve a substantial lead mine.
Only a century ago the western side
of the Stiperstones was a hive of
industrial activity but the history of lead
production in this area goes back to the
Romans.
Imagine the place 150 years ago. Thick
smoke from winding engines and
the tall chimneys of pumping houses
would have filled the air. Add to this the
noise of the ore processors crushing
the mined stone and you can imagine
a place very different to the quiet,
isolated crossroads it is today.
The Visitor Centre is manned by local
volunteers and is open at half term and
during summer holidays.
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Start by following the track to the
left of the visitor centre. Continue
for some way to cross a stile on
the right, just past the corner of
the drive to Ritton Farm.

However it’s an excellent spot to see
warblers, kingfishers and dragonflies as
well as woodpeckers in the woods.
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The rough, disturbed ground to the left
of the track is where the Bog vein was
first mined, probably opencast.
Stop to admire the excellent view of
Corndon Hill ahead of you framed by
the overarching conifers.
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Bear left taking a fairly straight
line diagonally across four fields
and as many stiles before crossing
a sleeper bridge. Continue, aiming
to cross the left shoulder of Grit
Hill.
Cross the hill and descend across
boggy ground to cross a double
stile then a footbridge. Continue
on towards the corner of a wood
with Shelve Pool to your left.

Shelve Pool although created in the
18th Century, is a Site of
Special Scientific Interest.
Its main wildlife interest (to
scientists) lies in the dense
growth of plants, which are
gradually growing out across
the surface as a floating raft.

Pass the pool and head straight on
to cross a stile in the corner of the
field. Go on up the hill to a stile on
the ridge. Do not cross this stile,
instead, go right and cross the
stile in the corner of the field. You
are now on Flenny Bank.

Lead mining remains litter the
countryside. To the west you
can see the ruin of Old Grit
Mine just north of Grit Farm.
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Continue along the hill crossing
two stiles in close succession then
go along the track to the left of
the wood ahead. At the end of the
wood, bearing slightly left, carry
on to the top of the hill. Head for
the stile and gates, which you can
now see in the far bottom corner
of the field.

As the path goes along the ridge of
Flenny Bank enjoy the views south
west to Corndon with its distinctive flat
summit, topped with conifers. From
its craggy western flanks, Bronze Age
man shaped stone axes which were
carried away by traders along ridge
routes across the Shropshire Hills.
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Further Information
Shropshire Hills Discovery Centre,
School Road, Craven Arms SY7 9RS.
Tel: 01588 676060
www.shropshirehillsdiscoverycentre.co.uk
Discover the wonders of the Shropshire Hills from the
splendour of the scenery to the complexity of their
history and heritage.

Travel Information
For bus and train information
call: 0871 200 2233

This shows just how close you are to
the Welsh border which kinks oddly
to claim Corndon as part of the Welsh
countryside. The influence of the
border is common in the place names
along this borderland. The rounded
hills behind you, to the south, ring with
welsh names like Cefn Gunthly, Black
Rhadley and Heath Mynd.
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Guidelines for walkers
•	Be safe, plan ahead and follow
any signs
•	Leave gates and property as
you find them
•	Protect plants and animals and take your litter
home
• Keep dogs under close control
•	Consider other people

Other walks in this series
Mucklewick Walk: Wander the hills and valleys of this quiet
borderland. If you want to get away from it all, this is the walk
for you!
Adstone Walk: An inspiring 5½ walk following the Shropshire
Way over the summit of Adstone Hill. If you love a good
view, you’ll love this walk!
Darnford Walk: Ramble along the Shropshire Way to discover
a hidden, golden valley. Then enjoy panoramic views whilst
following a 3000 year old thoroughfare.

To find out more about walking in Shropshire visit

www.shropshirewalking.co.uk

To explore more of Shropshire’s beautiful
landscape and to find out more about its people,
nature and history go to

www.discovershropshire.org.uk
Designed by MACreative • www.macreative.co.uk • June 2008

Cross the stile and bear right
along the track through several
gates, by-passing the farm, until
you meet the road. Turn right
along the road that winds through
the village of Shelve.

Shelve village was once much bigger
than it is today. The 1650 estate map
reproduced in the church shows 14
houses. What is remarkable is how little
the field patterns and boundaries have
changed in the past 350 years!
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Leaving Shelve cross a stile on
your right dropping down a bank

to cross another stile. Turn left
and cross the stile ahead of you.
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Cross the field bearing right to
cross a stile midway along the
opposite hedge. Continue on up
the hill in the same direction to
cross another stile to the left of
a gate.
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Maintaining the same direction,
descend the field to reach a
double stile and footbridge in the
fence line ahead.

The fields here have been improved for
better farming, although now drier and
greener than the surrounding moorland,
this is still a good place to hear the
bubbling call of curlew and warbling of
skylarks in summer.

If you wish to cut your walk short
at this point and return to the Bog
follow the short cut, described
below. Otherwise continue below.
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Without crossing the stile
turn left along the fence line,
continuing in a straight
line, eventually passing
through two bridle
gates across a small
stream. Continue left as
the field narrows and go through
the bridle gate on your right.
Turn left but follow the field edge,
not the track to Benree Farm. Go
through a gate then turn right to
cross a stile at the top corner of
the field.

Ahead rears the Stiperstones. The
purple, heather clad ridge is a National
Nature Reserve and the most southern
grouse moor in the British Isles. Its
rugged tors are the home of red grouse
and ravens. Amongst the heather
you will also find whinberry bushes,
their fruit traditionally prized because
it makes an excellent dye.
People still collect whinberries
in
autumn to make whinberry
pie, a delicacy which
can be bought at the
Stiperstones Inn, an
excellent local pub.
Look out for
field maple in the
hedgerows

There are many legends
associated with this jagged,
rocky ridge, not least that the
Devil, whose chair can be seen at
the northern end, created the
Stiperstones by accident. Whist
carrying rocks from Ireland in his
apron the Devil paused to rest,
when he got up his apron string broke
and the rocks spilled out over the hill!
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Discover Shropshire

IN THE SHADOW OF
THE STIPERSTONES

FLENNY BANK
WALK

Go right to follow the fence line
and continue down the field until
you cross a stream then a stile by
a gate. Cross the field and over the
next stile ahead, to join the track
to Ritton Place. Continue on down
the track to a junction, go left to
retrace your steps to the Bog.

Short cut
Cross the double stile and
footbridge. Bear right taking
a fairly straight line across
boggy ground, crossing three
footbridges to reach a stile in
the fence on the left.
Pay special attention to
waymarking as the path
is not distinct.
Cross the stile in the
fence and retrace your steps
across the fields then up the
track to the Bog.

One of four walks exploring the
rugged beauty of the Stiperstones

50p

